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With the continual expansion of social media, organization-public relationships 

(OPR) have become all the more important to keep up with consumers. While historically 

companies have maintained a public relations office, a relatively new idea of actually 

building relationships through the media has started to emerge through social media. 

Using observations of bloggers through a netnographic study and discourse analysis, this 

paper confirms that corporate executive blogs can be used to effectively manage 

customer relations. Using a sample of 123 blog posts and comments from the medical, 

technology, and travel industries, this study validates that OPRs can be maintained and 

strengthened through blogs while justifying the time commitment and devotion 

executives give to keep in touch with consumers. 
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Introduction to Blogs and Public Relations 

With the continual expansion of social media, organization-public relationships 

(OPR) of large companies are increasingly keeping up with consumers. While historically 

companies have maintained a public relations office, a relatively new idea of building 

relationships through media relations has started to emerge through social media. One 

such method, blogging, allows a corporation to release information to the public in a 

“human voice” while encouraging feedback and discussion from the community.  
 
In general, blogging is a way of communicating directly with customers 
without having to use the media as an intermediary. More specifically, 
blogs allow companies to establish themselves as experts in a field, to 
engage directly in ongoing conversations among their customers or to start 
their own conversations (Rettberg, 2008, 142).  
 

By requesting to follow a company, news headlines, and/or blog, Really Simple 

Syndication (RSS) feeds allow consumers to stay up to date on new posts and articles. By 

analyzing blog posts and comments, this paper explores why corporate blogs are 

maintained, whether a company’s time is justified writing a blog, and if positive customer 

relations and interactions are fostered through the posts.  

Blogs originated from personal journaling and Bulletin Board Systems of online 

communities. The development of forum software created “threads” which allowed 

connecting related topics among the community.  Originally the term “weblog” referred 

to the log of visitors and showed basic page statistics including how many hits the site 

received, how many unique site visitors, how much data had been transferred, et cetera 

(Rettberg, 2008, 24). In 1997, Jorn Barger proposed using the term differently and 

instead of a “web log” it became “we blog,” or blog for short, in which internet 
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consumers were able to communicate and share links, videos, images, and articles, 

among other things (Rettberg, 2008, 26).  

As established by common usage: a blog is personal online journal that is 

frequently updated in reverse-chronological order to capture and share ideas. A blogger, 

the blog writer, creates posts as entries to the blog which readers then contribute 

comments to. A reader is referred to as a commenter. However, for the purposes of this 

paper, a blogger will be related to as a representative of a company and a commenter as a 

consumer. Due to the nature of the investigation and the desire to discover brand relations 

through organizational communication, these updated titles provide a stronger picture of 

the role being defined by the data collected.  

Since their origination in the early 1990s, blogs have been through two primary 

transformations. The first is a peak effect in the length of posts. Original posts were very 

short and contained several links and a date, increasing into the late 1990s where posts 

resembled more of diary entries. The introduction of smart phones has again decreased 

average post length while allowing users to blog from anywhere.  

The second transformation comes in the ability to update blogs. Blogs were 

originally hard coded and static. Today, it is an accepted fact that blogs are easy for the 

blogger to change and therefore can and are updated frequently. “[T]heir chief defining 

feature is that they are frequently updated and that the content does not stay the same” 

(Rettberg, 2008, 23). Because of this, data was collected for each blog within the same 

day. This attribute of blogs also serves as reinforcement to their ability to act as public 

relations tools. Without going through the media, companies can immediately update the 

news being put in front of consumers and provide instant feedback and updates.  

Blogs have become an integral part of the consumer news source because of the 

relationship that can be built between consumers. One article goes so far as to suggest it 
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is a new genre of journalism which offers “news that features a narrative style 

characterized by personalization and an emphasis on non-institutional status; audience 

participation in content creation; and story forms that are fragmented and interdependent 

with other websites” (Wall, 2005, 153). Instead of a corporation or entity recommending 

a product or telling a story, a potentially anonymous peer can provide insight at the same 

level. While readers should always be cautious of reliability and relevancy, bringing all 

posts to the peer, anonymous level increases the transparency between sender/receiver 

relationships and creates a universal level of trust which allows consumers to interact 

with each other and the blogger. “Trust is also discussed as one of the important factors 

affecting knowledge transfer in society. Trust towards the combination of technical 

aspects of the Internet and human community is the first step for users to take in order to 

participate in trust relationship of online transactions” (Chai and Kim, 2010, 410) 

Essentially, this taps into word of mouth (WOM) marketing: a consumer can easily win 

over another consumer through direct communication through questioning and 

discussion. A 2003 study from the University of Cambridge, UK found that “As a driver 

of WOM, trust is found to be as important as satisfaction, indicating that a strong emotional 

response such as trust encourages people to make positive comments” (Ranaweera and 

Prabhu, 2003, 89). The ability to trust peers and accept their responses become essential 

to the success or word of mouth, or, as referred to in the Web 2.0 world, word of mouse, 

promotions and endorsements.  

SOURCE CREDIBILITY   

Source credibility theories indicate consumers will base credibility on several 

factors. “Credible sources are described as ‘trustworthy’ and having ‘expertise’ Sources 

are judged as credible based on perceived competence, character, composure, dynamism 
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and sociability” (Wathen and Burkell, 2001, 135). In the same section, Wathen and 

Burkell also mention that “Presumed credibility arises from the assumptions of the 

perceiver.” On such assumption: consumers generally perceive peers to not be receiving 

compensation for their endorsement and, therefore, deem them as trustable.   

Corporate blogs introduce an interesting dynamic to source credibility in 

communications. “Businesses blog to attract attention to their products and to establish 

themselves as experts, thus building trust and credibility” (Rettberg, 2008, 141). A 

corporate blog provides direct access to executive management for someone to discuss 

topics with. They definitely have the expertise on the company. However, consumers can 

perceive them has having a motive since they are supported by the company. This 

possibly undermines the establishment of trust, keeping in mind that “experienced 

credibility is based on a user's first-hand experience with a source over time” which 

corporate executives most likely have (Wathen and Burkell, 2001, 135). Such a 

relationship is able to establish a virtual location for free market research for the company 

through talking to consumers. Through the blog, consumers are given direct access to a 

corporate representative concurrently with the ability to talk to peers. This concurrency 

strengthens word of mouth marketing communications and reinforces corporate positions 

should source credibility become a question.  

Increasing the transparency between company and consumer, blogging becomes a 

brilliant strategic move for companies to build their social media to connect with 

consumers. “One enormous continuing development is the exponential growth of social 

networking media and the increasing use of social media by companies to crowdsource 

ideas, mount contests to award prizes and gather audiences, and attempt to create 

dialogues with customers.” (Kanter, 2010). Such development of public relations areas 

allows direct contact with consumers while encouraging word of mouth conversations 
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and recommendations to spread virally. The adage that one person can tell five people 

who will tell five people is no longer valid in the social media world. According to a 

February 2009 article in The Economist, the average person has a social network of 120 

people (“Primates on Facebook,” 2009). By the time something has been retold through 

five iterations, word of mouth marketing could have spread the message to 1,296 people 

while word of mouse can potentially reach over 214 million people. The exponential 

growth makes it that much more important for a corporation to monitor its public and 

social relations and image with potential consumers. “Only by understanding these 

motivations and behaviors can advertisers hope to tap effectively into this rich vein of 

communication and advocacy” and strengthen their public relationship with consumers 

(Phelps, Joseph E., et al, 2004, 334).  

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT    

Organizational Public Relationships (OPRs) integrate relationship management 

theory with the public relations field to build and strengthen trust relations between the 

corporation and the consumer. “The term ‘public relations’ also implies that the research 

and practice of the discipline should focus on an organization's relationships with its key 

publics, concern itself with the dimensions upon which that relationship is built, and 

determine the impact that the organization-public relationship has on the organization and 

its key publics” (Ledingham and Bruning, 1998). The field of public relations works to 

maintain a company image by facilitating media and event relations to promote and build 

the company’s public relationship with the consumer. Consumers are considered more 

knowledgeable than ever; but more knowledge leads to more skepticism. A 1999 study 

by University of Southampton “argues that the Internet constitutes a new and unique 
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medium in which expert knowledge is accessible to anyone with a computer linked to a 

network or modem” (Hardey, 1999, 822).  

By strengthening the public relationship, companies establish themselves as a 

reliable source for information and products for the consumer. A 1964 study by Blake 

and Mouton identified five leadership styles in regards to a leader’s concern for a task 

and concern for the “superior-subordinate relationship” (Leichty and Springston, 1993, 

332). The study “argued that the high task-high relationship style represented the single 

best practice for management” (Leichty and Springston, 1993, 332). A 1976 study by 

Graen proves the Vertical Dyad Linkage Theory and that “[t]ypically about 20% of 

subordinates are considered insiders and 80% to be outsiders. An insider is typically 

allowed to develop a more personal relationship with a manager” (Leichty and 

Springston, 1993, 332). Blogs allow for a new facet to  organizational public 

relationships in which all consumers are potential insiders since they are all 

corresponding directly with management and expecting the personal relationship. In 

return, managers “give and receive personal disclosure, mutual support, and a fair amount 

of autonomy/responsibility is delegated to the subordinate” thus strengthening the 

universal bond with the brand and executive the blog seeks to create (Leichty and 

Springston, 1993, 332). 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) uses technology, systems, 

methodologies, and the internet to maintain consumer relationships and information by 

automating and/or organizing business processes such as marketing, sales, technical 

support, and customer service. “In the academic community, the terms ‘relationship 

marketing’ and CRM are often used interchangeably . . . However, CRM is more 

commonly used in the context of technology solutions and has been described as 

‘information-enabled relationship marketing’” (Payne  and Frow, 2005, 167). A CRM 
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database or IT system is used for customer attraction and retention. A 2004 study in 

Australia looked at the effects of integrating database marketing into consumer 

relationship management and found that an important implication of using technology in 

CRM is the increased effectiveness of one-to-one marketing (O'Leary, Rao, and Perry, 

2004, 348). “[M]arketers can use their enhanced data capture, accurate and timely information 

about their customers to ‘understand and satisfy the needs, wants and resources of individual 

customers rather, rather than those of mass market or market segments.’” Reinforcing personal 

marketing directly to consumers, blogs can be considered a word of mouse form of 

customer relationship management: the technical version of word of mouth marketing 

utilizing a technical organizational public relationships management tool to facilitate 

conversation exchange.  
 
When I asked Kathleen Matthews to head our global communications 
department a few years ago, she convinced me to launch the blog and it 
has proven to be revolutionary for our company and the way we 
communicate with our associates and our guests.  Now, her team has 
rolled out what they’re calling our company’s new front door for news and 
information, the Marriott News Center. Bill Marriott, Chairman & CEO of 
Marriott International, Marriott on the Move 

A developing area for academic research, social media stands to significantly enhance 

organizational public relationships and facilitation of these relationships between 

company and consumer. Consumers want to be in the trend but they want to be unique. 

Where customization is desired, blogs have the potential to build personal relationships 

and dialogs between consumers and with corporations.  
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Research Purpose 

As of 2009, there were an estimated 140 million blogs (Postman, 2009). In a 

study of 508 public relations and media professionals conducted by marketing and public 

relations software provider Vocus Inc., eighty percent said social media will be more 

important to a company’s public relations in 2011 (Egan, 2010). Sixty three percent of 

respondents believed that public relations would be more important to the marketing mix 

in 2011. “Social media is becoming a given, not a breakthrough tactic, so we need to up 

the ante,” one survey respondent wrote. Despite risk of candid conversation associated 

with giving corporate executives open access to talk with the public, the growing trend of 

interactive communication through blogging might provide a competitive advantage by 

strengthening the relationship between corporation and consumer. “As the dialogue 

progresses, public relations practitioners should be better able to determine the common 

interests and shared goals that exist” (Kelleher, 2009). Because of the openness and real 

time ability for a corporation to respond to a consumer’s inquiry, blogging builds trust 

and in turn the corporation’s organizational public relationships initiatives with 

consumers. “[T]he organization-public relationship indicators of trust, openness, 

involvement, investment, and commitment impact the ways in which organization-public 

relationships are initiated, developed, and maintained and ultimately can engender loyalty 

toward the organization among key publics” (Bruning, 1998, 198).  

The ability to electronically connect with anyone instantly revolutionized the 

world of communications just as the ability to build networks for instant communication 

to a mass group revolutionized marketing. While both traditional and social media offer 

the same initial reach, from who reads the one news article to who reads the one blog 

post, social media has the potential to reach a broader, public audience, at little to no cost.  
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Just as the Pony Express and the internet decreased submission and acceptance 

time, social media has created an instantaneous delivery time allowing immediate 

facilitation and collaboration of ideas. Recent civilian revolts toward Middle Eastern 

government have raised the question of whether social media caused the revolution. Just 

as the Pony Express did not cause the American Revolution, social media did not cause 

these civil wars. Social media is merely a customer relations tool that facilitated the 

revolts. “We use Facebook to schedule the protests, Twitter to coordinate, and YouTube 

to tell the world" (Howard, 2011).  

The ability to reach consumers in a competitive market makes the social media 

phenomena important to every industry. This study seeks to validate time spent on 

maintaining corporate blogs with consumer relations; to validate organizational-public 

relationship initiatives of corporations through regular, two way communications; and to 

gauge consumer response to blog posts and comment feedback. A study conducted by 

Capital University of 384 telephone subscribers showed that consumer satisfaction did 

not rely solely on customer/product expectations and relationships and that the 

“organization and its key publics also impact consumer perceptions of 

satisfaction…clearly suggest[ing] that the concept of relationships should be included in 

any discussion of a satisfaction ‘mix’” (Bruning, 1998, 204). Consumers want to feel 

connected to the company. By creating a personal relationship with consumers through 

blogging and providing immediate feedback and discussion, corporations could perhaps 

increase market share and strengthen brand loyalty thus increasing word of mouth 

communications and product recommendations.  
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Methodology 

The study uses netnographic data collection for discourse analysis of consumer 

responses to corporate communications. Aside from fitting the data content, “[t]he rich 

qualitative content of ethnography's findings and the open-endedness” is why 

netnography was used for this study (Kozinets, 2002, 62). Netnography allows reach to 

all global consumers, provided they have internet access, thus providing the broadest 

scope for data collection. Similarly, a discourse analysis was used to critically analyze 

conversation and linguistic trends for common themes which come out in the areas of 

community and leadership.  

The emphasis of the research is to understand the value and motive behind 

maintaining a blog without research interaction with the subjects. There is popular 

argument that a blog can provide a human voice to a company and also that blogs will not 

become overly popular among corporate executives because it is too risky to their job 

position for them to attempt to speak candidly. Ideally, consumer behavior theories would 

indicate that blog communication is effective at maintaining a personal relationship with 

consumers, that consumers appreciate the time it takes for executives to write the blog, 

and that consumers feel free to comment on all types of posts.  

Social Corp by Joel Postman and several sites pointed towards “The New 

PR/Wiki” website. Because of this convergence, the site became the starting point for 

identifying corporate blogs for the discourse analysis. A comparison of three blogs in the 

medical, technology, and travel industries provide a broad scope of targeted consumers to 

gauge the communication acceptance of the blogs and brand attitude.  

Blogs were selected for diversity within the industry to achieve the broadest 

consumer perception. Three corporate blogs were selected from each industry with the 
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criteria that the blogger needed to be a company representative, preferably an executive. 

The host of the blog did not factor into selection; meaning, as long as they disclosed to 

consumers that they were a corporate representative, it did not matter if the corporation 

hosted the site or a blog tool such as WordPress or Tumblr hosted the blog.  

The availability of posts and comments to attract new consumers was also 

considered in blog selection; meaning that posts had to have open access to the public. 

For example, “Carnival: The Blog” was originally chosen to represent the travel industry 

for analysis. However, during data collect it was noted that only Carnival Fun Pass 

members could log in to view blog posts. The inability for new consumers to openly learn 

more about the company removed this corporate blog from this study analysis.  

Preferably, the post with the most comments for each of the twelve months in 

2010 was selected for analysis. However, this was not always possible and other time 

periods were selected or the blog was not old enough to gather older posts. In which case 

what could be collected was from the selected blog. Three blogs were selected from three 

industries with one idiosyncrasy that a fourth had to be considered from the technology 

industry which is further discussed below. Therefore, this study analyzes ten blogs and 

123 posts. 

Selected posts had to have comments to evaluate the communication exchange. 

This study validated ideas in the posts and attempted to justify the time commitment and 

devotion executives give for keeping in touch with consumers. Because of the dynamic 

environment of blogs, posts for data analysis had to be captured for each blog within the 

same day in an attempt to hold dynamic content as static. As the reader will see in the 

medical industry, executive capacity actually changed for one of the selected blogs 

during the course of this study and, consequently, the name of the blog also changed.  
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Industries were selected to reach the most diverse group of consumers. The 

impact of increasing organizational public relationships was not part of the criteria for 

selection. The medical industry, constantly in a sea of political feud, stands to benefit 

from the increase of public relations and word of mouth transfer of good experiences 

through networks. Medical professions and health care plans stand to gain by 

implementing the instant feedback available to social media users to strengthen customer 

relations. In the medical industry, this study first looks at the blog for the international 

director of SunStone Consulting, LLC and former president of Windber Medical Center 

and the Windber Research Institute in Windber, PA, F. Nicholas Jacobs’ blog Healing 

Hospitals (Jacobs, 2010). Jacobs cofounded the Windber Research Institute on the basis 

of healing patients and staff and now works as a consultant primarily in hospital 

management. Secondly, this study looks at the President and Chief Executive Officer 

(CEO) of Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, MA, Paul Levy’s blog 

Running a Hospital (Levy, 2010). Lastly, this study will look at Pfizer’s blog Think 

Science Now for analysis of consumer response to “inspiring scientists, clinical 

researchers, doctors, veterinarians, and other health care professionals talk[ing] about 

what they are doing with science at Pfizer and why they are doing it” (Pfizer, 2010).  

The technology industry served as an interesting comparison since they sit in the 

middle of the technology advancing the ability to build organizational public 

relationships. Essentially, they should know how to use social media and to their 

advantage since they stand to have the strongest foundational understanding of network 

structures and the strategy. In the technology industry, this study looks at Novell's Senior 

Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer John Dragoon’s blog (Dragoon, 2010). 

Novell provides information technology management software “that help[s] customers 

around the world reduce cost, complexity and risk” to “allow…people and technology to 
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work as one.” This study also looks at Sun Microsystems, Inc.’s CEO Jonathan 

Schwartz’s blog (Schwartz, 2010), a well known corporate blog in the industry and one 

of the first Fortune 500 Companies to blog. Finally, this study looks at Adobe’s Chief 

Software Architect Kevin Lynch’s blog (Lynch, 2010).  

Similarly, the travel industry stands to benefit by using social media to encourage 

repeat customers to visit new destinations. Ideally, the facilitated exchange serves to 

inspire and encourage travel and new adventures. For the travel industry, this study 

analyzes Vice President of Marketing for Boeing Commercial Airplanes in Seattle, 

Randy Tinseth’s blog Randy’s Journal (Tinseth, 2010). Boeing is the largest aircraft 

manufacturer, third largest aerospace and defense contractor in the world, and the largest 

exporter in the United States. As of May 2008, Technorati, a blog ranking and search site, 

ranked Randy’s Journal as the number fifteen corporate blog followed. This study also 

looks at Chairman and CEO of Marriott International Bill Marriott’s blog Marriott on the 

Move (Marriott, 2010). Today Marriott has over 3,000 properties which provide lodging 

domestically and 67 properties which provide lodging outside of the United States. 

Finally, this study also analyzes Travelocity’s blog, The Window Seat, which uses the 

tagline “your window to the world of travel” to share “passionate traveler” knowledge 

and encouraging comments to add viewer perspective because “[a]fter all, the world 

would be a pretty boring place if we didn’t discover it together” (Travelocity, 2011). 

During data collection, two interesting peculiarities came up. The first, in the 

initial data collection of Paul Levy’s blog, it was called Running a Hospital. During a 

later data review, the blog was titled Not Running a Hospital. Such a switch suggests 

Levy changed roles but still wanted to maintain his blog and consumer base. Other blogs 

and sites that reference his posts still refer to the site as Running a Hospital. Because the 

data for this study was collected under the name Running a Hospital, this paper will use 
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this title to refer to Levy’s blog. Transformation, if any, of the style or audience of the 

posts proved to be an interesting analysis point for audience transitions. 

Another example: one of the forefronts of corporate blogging, Schwarz has been 

recognized for increasing the transparency through Jonathan’s Blog. However, shortly 

after Oracle purchased Sun Microsystems, Jonathan Schwartz left the company. His 

pioneering corporate blog was no longer valid if he was not part of the corporation. 

Shortly before this he had started the blog What I Couldn’t Say because he thought that 

he had “said pretty much everything [he] could say as CEO of Sun Microsystems. The 

more interesting stuff was what I couldn’t say. And that’s what this blog (and maybe a 

book) is going to be about. Mostly.” Several of the blog entries, including the comments, 

were identical matches between this blog and Jonathan’s blog.  

Both of these instances of blog and executive title change opened up possible 

future research questions of what happens when the blog is no longer valid to the 

corporation and what happens to the audience base.  

Finally, corporate representative bloggers are revealed but consumer identities 

have been concealed. They have been assigned a randomly determined alias to maintain 

consumer privacy in this paper.   

One thing to note, consumers visiting company blogs have a mission: either they 

have something they want to say, good or bad, about the company or an experience and 

are unsure where to voice these ideas; or, they tend to be already established, loyal 

customers and are following the blog to track company progress. For example, Paul 

Levy’s blog, Running a Hospital, has a continuous contributor from consumer Annie. 

This consumer contributes to the blog posts every other, if not every, day and shows 

some appreciation for topics mentioned, but primarily asks hard questions as a check on 
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the executive’s, and therefore company’s, logic. In another example, Emmitt admits to 

following the company because of his financial investment in Sun Microsystems.  
 
Congrats!! I had been overtly critical with my comments in your blog as I 
had lot invested in Sun shares and could not see the star of the internet era 
take a nose dive. I have been exploring open source technologies and 
definitely Sun has a great portfolio. Emmitt, consumer, Jonathan’s blog 
 

Such a statement is loaded with devotion to the company, indicates clear industry 

research, and is full of emotion and pride when referencing “the star of the internet era.” 

Clearly, this consumer visits the blog to maintain contact with a company and community 

they believe in and feel a connection to. We can conjecture that Emmitt is a regular 

visitor and possibly a frequent poster to Jonathan’s blog. 

This being said, blogs are not a marketing method to attract new customers 

completely blind to the corporate brand. Visiting blog sites is an act of brand recall and 

interest. Site visitors already have an association, no matter how minor, with the brand 

that public relations stand to strengthen. Should a first time customer find the blog, it is 

likely they will continue to follow if they have a vested interesting in the company and/or 

industry.  
 
I recently came across your blog and have been reading along. I thought I 
would leave my first comment. I don't know what to say except that I have 
enjoyed reading. Nice blog. I will keep visiting this blog very often. Alex, 
consumer, Jonathan’s blog  
 

The possibility of attracting new consumers is why accessibility was considered as part of 

the criteria for post analysis. This study wanted to option to analyze quotes such as 

Alex’s and to leave the target audience open to all possible consumers.  
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Emergent Themes 

Through the areas of community and leadership, corporate blogs can be 

thoroughly analyzed as effective organizational public relationships tools which enhance 

brand experience.  

COMMUNITY  

Centuries ago, classical Greeks philosophers Aristotle and Plato studied human 

nature, formalizing philosophies that humans are “political animals” and tend to develop 

complex communities much like a large family.  

The social identification model indicates that people who share a common social 

identification recognize themselves as part of the same social category. Membership in 

these social areas is taken seriously because the association is perceived to impact who 

the person is. “The key is that the people are somehow interdependent with one  

another-they need one another for some reason” (Bruning, 2000).This tendency to form 

groups creates cohesiveness among the association making people feel part of a purpose 

and relationship that facilitates positive thinking and actions. 

Enter the corporate blog scene. By following posts and conversations with 

executive management, consumers not only establish a relationship with fellow 

consumers but also have direct contact with, essentially, someone who can make change: 

a “connection” that can possibly promote welfare at a later date. “‘Don't kid yourself. 

Sure, family connections help. This is one of the best ways to get to be a big-shot 

businessman’” (Coates and Pellegrin, 1957, 205). The communication effect of 

responding to posts and having questions answered by peers and the executive creates a 

“friend with benefits” relationship among the consumers reaffirming the company group.  
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The friend relationship involves discussing good and bad topics of all areas and 

the ability to engage in a debate/discussion. In a November 2010 post of Running a 

Hospital, CEO Paul Levy discusses using proton beam machines to treat select types of 

cancer.  
 
There is no way this makes sense. As noted, the main value of these 
machines is in treating certain distinct forms of cancer. The problem 
occurs when one is purchased as a prestige item. Since there is not enough 
demand for its use for the appropriate cases . . . Recently, however, much 
more common cancers are also being treated with protons, notably 
prostate cancer and non–small-cell lung cancer. The published clinical 
data on proton therapy have been reviewed in several recent publications. 
These reviews have underlined the lack of level I evidence for a 
superiority of proton therapy. In short, the purchasing hospital needs to 
figure out a way to amortize the cost, and so it starts using the machine for 
cancers that were more cost-effectively treated in other ways. Paul Levy, 
CEO Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Running a Hospital  
 

The post caused uproar of the health care system’s current funding initiatives and 

logic. Consider Annie’s and David’s sequentially posted quotes below in regards to 

health care spending.  
 
Paul, truer words were never spoken in your last sentence. We saw what 
happened when the investors' cash went into real estate several years ago; 
this bubble could dwarf that one. Then, there is the phenomenon that 
Americans want to have their cake and eat it too, as evidenced by this 
Washington Post article yesterday about a prostate cancer vaccine costing 
$93,000/patient to extend life for 4 months: "The campaign to win 
Provenge's approval included anonymous death threats, accusations of 
conflicts of interest, protests, congressional lobbying and vitriolic Internet 
postings." Your comments about indication creep are also well supported 
by evidence. We are fiddling (and making money) while Rome burns. 
Annie, consumer, Running a Hospital 
 
This is capitalism run amok - and I say that as someone in business. It 
seems morally wrong to treat our bodies and our tumors as carcasses to be 
harvested for the greatest revenue possible. That applies to end-of-life 
care, cancer care, chronic care, and everything else . . . Hardly anyone I 
know in the patient advocacy world wants unlimited spending - we want 
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the frickin' industry to be more EFFECTIVE, which includes stopping 
stupid behaviors . . . I've started thinking about the need for a cost/benefit 
grid of treatment options for various things. Is there evidence on efficacy 
of this machine for prostate cancer vs others? David, consumer, Running a 
Hospital  
 

Here, both Annie and David confirm the reevaluation of purchasing logic that Levy 

suggests needs to happen in the health care industry. Such collaboration strengthens the 

bond between the poster and company and the consumers, establishing the community 

group of similar interests and motivations.  

However, similar interests can clash and even question motivations and position 

of blog posts. In a March 2003 blog posting of Kevin Lynch, Lynch mentions the War on 

Terrorism and that “[w]hile no post of mine feels relevant with the war going on, I will 

post anyway” and that he is “saddened by the general lack of meaningful conversation 

about the situation, and instead we endure a barrage of simplistic symbolism intended to 

sway public opinion from both the pro- and anti-war positions.” Robert’s quote and 

Jeremiah’s responses follow. 
 
I would think of a person of your stature in a corporation, would not talk 
about politics or war in your blog. No matter if one is for/against the 
conflict in Iraq, one should talk about IT and not other factors. I have 
notice too much attention in various Flash blogs about this conflict. It 
doesn't seem to be in Cold Fusion blogs. When you speak about other 
issues not related to IT, you are not helping your company. Please keep 
your comments to yourself, because one doesn't want to put foot in mouth. 
Robert, consumer, Kevin Lynch blog  
 
Wow, Patrick - I couldn't disagree with you more. One of the ways to deal 
with the difficult situation we all find ourselves in is to discuss it with our 
peers and social groups. I have a lot of respect for Kevin's opinion, 
because he's demonstrated himself to be wise and capable in a variety of 
arenas. I'm glad he spoke out. Limiting ourselves to conversation of IT 
will make us all quite dull and fairly simple-minded, I'm afraid. Finally, 
please heed the standard "the views on this website are my own..." on his 
home page. Kevin is not Macromedia, and Macromedia's not Kevin -- 
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although both benefit from the other. Welcome to the age of blogging. 
Jeremiah, consumer, Kevin Lynch blog 
 

Kevin Lynch’s blog is hosted by an external site. He represents Adobe and Macromedia 

and is cognizant of this in his writing; as Jeremiah mentions, every page contains the 

disclaimer that “The views expressed on this website are my own and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of Adobe.” 

Such discussion brings an interesting dynamic to blogging and questions if 

company representatives should be required to keep relevant to their deemed subject 

matter area of expertise. After all, they are people as well. And Lynch mentions the need 

for intellectual conversation in regards to such outside topics. Or perhaps this is another 

area of misunderstanding between creative fields needing external stimuli to harvest 

formation such as coding or computer work that can be monotonous. Such work 

environments for production people have proven to be more efficient and effective for 

company moral. A 1997 study from University of Connecticut validates this: “[s]hort rest 

breaks from computer work at 15-min intervals through the work day improved worker 

productivity and well-being” (Henning, et al, 1997, 89). Without asking him, it is 

impossible to know from the comments if Robert works in a similar position/industry and 

could relate to the need for external stimuli.  
 
We have the raw materials of the Internet and the worldwide web as early 
steps to increase our capabilities. Douglas Engelbart made such a pursuit 
his lifelong mission after participating in the last World War, and his 
vision for Augmenting Human Intellect was published in 1962, resulting 
in the eventual development of many computer concepts we take for 
granted today, such as the graphical user interface, the mouse, and 
hypermedia. Those of us in the technology world ought to do our best to 
continue the process of bootstrapping humanity to higher levels of 
capability to enable us all to effectively deal with the complexity facing 
the world, fostering good over evil. Kevin Lynch, Chief Software Architect 
Adobe, Kevin Lynch’s Blog  
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Lynch concludes the post with the notion that consumers reading the blog are in a 

position of power to make change through the media and word of mouth transference of 

information. The encouragement to raise “humanity to higher levels” of success and to 

cope with complexity ends the post with inspiration that all consumers can make a 

difference and that perhaps Robert should have looked at the post in broader contexts.  

Similarly, Marriott Chief Executive Officer Bill Marriott’s December 2010 post 

inspired Julianne and other consumers to make a difference in the community and build 

awareness for increased contributions and initiatives and strengthening corporate social 

responsibility programs. Consider Julianne’s quote below:  
 
Mr. Marriott: A Blessed New Year from both [masked] and myself. You 
set a greater target and you achieved it in 2010. You send a message of 
question also to us, especially the younger ones . . . What are we also 
putting our energy towards that substantially creates a better world and 
elevates humanity? You inspired me to send my first ever blog and that 
was to you. I love your dedication and commitment and simplicity, yet 
power in your communication. It’s bigger than MARRIOTT. It is a taste 
of the power of the manifestation of the vast universal forces, and I thank 
you for your boldness and courage in sharing that part of yourself 
unselfishly . . . I am thrilled by your courageous comment in stating: “No 
matter the size of the hotel where our people work, or the location, every 
single associate is important to me and to our business, and this holiday 
season, I’d like to thank each and every one of them for all that they do” . . . 
“Success seems to be connected to action. Successful people keep moving. 
They make mistakes, but they never quit.” -J.W Marriott . . . Thanks again 
for sharing you as you keep “Marriott on the Move.” Julianne, consumer, 
Marriott on the Move  
 

While looking to encourage volunteerism, Marriott inadvertently encouraged Julianne to 

start a blog of her own! Aside from building a strong community of consumer followers, 

both Lynch and Marriott are able to inspire change in others which ultimately build brand 

recognition outside of the blog.  
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Similarly, blogs can function as away to suggest showing appreciation for 

company people involved in the brand experience. Below, Elton mentions the waitresses 

at the airport Marriott in Houston.  
 
I have been staying at the George Bush Airport Marriott in Houston for 
many years. Most often I'm tired from a long day at work and driving in 
the Houston traffic. After arriving at the hotel I go to the flight lounge and 
have a drink and something to eat. For years the hotel has the same two 
wonderful waitresses, who work their tails off, who greet you with a smile 
that you remember, and just make your visit and meal irrestiable. I CAN'T 
WAIT TO SEE THEM. I'm been their customer for more that 10 years 
and it is always the same and tonight was no different (May 20,2010). I 
was excited to go up to the flight lounge in hopes they would be there. 
They are very special please do something special for them, I would be 
glad to help. I've been to many 5 star restraunts and these two gals are the 
best I've seen period! Elton, consumer, Marriott on the Move  
 

Here Elton seeks to share his loyalty rewards with the people who enhanced his brand 

experience and made him want to return to Marriott. This gesture of sharing encourages 

the unified setting and community established in the blog experience.  

LEADERSHIP 

Aside from simply establishing a community, the association with the blogger can 

be interpreted as morally enhancing to the consumer. This is not just an online 

community to bounce around ideas with; this is a group of people who know someone 

with prestige and power. Someone who can make change occur if provided the right 

encouragement and ideas. Consider Evan’s quote that “Argh. There is so much to 

improve at SUN. I know what to do. I would prefer to email you directly of course. But 

chances are nigh that you read all your 1000 email/day” (Consumer, Jonathan’s blog).  

Evan seeks to establish new marketing and bundling ideas that he insists he “know[s] 

what to do.” His post also mentions the frustration of working with someone in such a 
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high position – that they receive too many e-mails a day to be able to effectively answer 

all of them.  

Yet, he chooses this form of communication. While he considers sending an  

e-mail to Schwartz, making a blog comment draws attention to his ideas. Aside from the 

notion that Schwartz can make a difference and that other community members can see 

the post as well thus increasing the pressure to respond and to make a change, it is a bold 

statement to insist to the person running the company that a consumer knows what to  

do – implying the representative does not. It could almost be argued that the community 

of executive blogs creates such a community, family unit that the consumers are 

empowered to voice their opinions and ideas regardless of authority position.  

Conversely, to follow, Aiesha seeks guidance from Schwartz about company 

timelines due to Oracle’s acquisition of Sun Microsystems in January of 2010.  
 
I need to hurry to get Sun Certified before it became Oracle Certified... 
How do you think how much time I have? . . . And it's interesting for me, 
did Oracle suggested you some interesting post and it was your decision to 
leave or they just didn't suggested? . . . Anyway, I will miss that Sun of 
yours, it's a pity that many great companies are becoming one single but 
many headed monster... Aiesha, consumer, Jonathan’s blog 
 

It is not that Schwartz is the only person who can address these questions. In fact, one 

consumer mentions Schwartz’s lack of response and suggests a public relations team is 

perhaps reading and addressing consumer concerns and ideas.  
 
Big Congrats to You and SUN !! It takes huge amount of courage to open 
source entire Sun product portfolio ......and its tougher to implement when 
things go bad !! Hats of to you ....its not good news for sun partners (like 
my company) but for entire industry as Sun is only few big companies to 
align its business around open source model!! I have few suggestions: 1) 
Open interactive feedback web site like Dell Idea Strom for Sun 
Customers /Partners .......... This would allow Sun Marketing/Engg Team 
to connect closely with end users; 2) Open /Expedite Sun Marketplace 
where partners can sell/ cross sell products based on sun 
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technology.......This would help form Sun Ecosystem; 3)Open good UI 
team and establish SUN Human Interface Guide line ....which need not 
apple copy .......because most of sun products even though are with solid 
engg ...UI IS E GOD DAMN UGLY(j2me/swing etc) ...and if its not Cool 
enough for end users its going to sell; 4) For Pete' sake pl reply to 
comments on blog .......how do we know that if you ever read this blog 
...and it might be a PR team who may be looking at comments or even 
writing ...if that’s the case ... why anyone should waste any time to write 
comments on your blog. Geoff, consumer, Jonathan’s blog 
 

Here Geoff uses forceful language at all ends of the spectrum: to praise Schwartz and 

Sun, make a few suggestions, and criticize Schwartz’s public relations. Exclamation 

points and all capitalized words draw attention to the post for all consumers to read as 

they scroll through the comments. The criticism of Schwartz’s response indicates a 

decrease in organizational public relationships while Geoff implies the direct relationship 

between corporate representative and consumer does not exist. Basically, Schwartz is 

untrue to his principle: the blog that he made famous by reducing the transparency 

between consumer and corporation is essentially a façade that he does not participate in 

either. Similar to Evan’s quote, the choice to post this for all global internet users to see 

increases the accountability expected of the executive that does not seem to be there.  

It is most likely that Evan’s comments were handed to the sales and marketing 

team to address, Aiesha’s could have easily been answered or pointed her to a link, and 

Geoff’s suggestions handed to development. The idea is that consumers want to address 

the leader of the group. Schwartz can make a difference and they feel that they are 

providing the elements for this. Instead of floating a question on Sun’s website to a lost 

database for a quick automated response, consumers can directly contact the person in 

charge and instantly see their ideas posted to the page. Instant results provide instant 

gratification; despite the lack of immediate answer, consumers can see their response on 

the screen so they understand someone on the company side does as well.  
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The question of source credibility comes into play when the leader looses power 

but wants to keep his audience. As mentioned earlier, Paul Levy’s blog changed from 

Running a Hospital to Not Running a Hospital during the course of this study. He 

implemented radical changes to Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and questions of 

fund allocations started to arise which ultimately lead to his resignation as Chief 

Executive Officer. "Relationships are dynamic and change over time. One influence…is 

relational damage [which] tends to be a result of either incongruency between the public 

and private definitions of a relationship or the people involved in the relationship having 

different expectations of each other" (Bruning, 2000). Concurrently, over the course of 

the analysis, it was noted that the consumer Annie’s comments dissipated to less 

accepting of anything Levy said and more forceful in questioning. In an August 2010 

post, Levy discusses the appropriate way to inform a patient that test results indicate they 

have cancer. Annie’s response is as follows. 
 
This story seems apocryphal. It is difficult for me to imagine a terminal 
diagnosis that could be given in an emergency room. Work-ups for most 
serious diagnoses take days, weeks; biopsy results take at least three days 
to come back. And if a biopsy was performed in the ER -- and the final 
results were of course not yet available -- he did a disservice by 
"assuming" the answer was what he was saying. Our patient lists are 
FULL of people who had biopsies for what clearly "appeared" to be 
malignant and then turned out to be benign. And I have to ask -- what kind 
of situation demands that a totally unknown ER doc give this kind of 
news? Why wasn't the patient -- as is much more common -- sent back to 
his PCP or an oncologist. 1) I think there is no one way to give bad news. 
Some people need a warning phrase (as he gave). Some people need to 
hear how the doctor is reacting to the news -- there are many reports of 
patients who remember their doctor's dismay and anguish as a good thing. 
2) Strange doctors (eg ER docs) can have no way of knowing what way a 
new patient might prefer to learn such news. All doctors can't read every 
patient perfectly. 3) It is incredibly common to be angry at the messenger 
rather than the news, or even at god. 4) There is no good way to get this 
news. There are good and bad ways to give the news (I don't particularly 
dislike this one) but there is no good way to get it. Virtually no one thinks 
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that moment went well, no matter what the doctor did or said. I personally 
think you should cut this ER doc a break. He was clearly at least trying to 
do to the right thing.... Annie, consumer, Running a Hospital 
 

The numbered list enhances the degrading of Levy’s post. In the sense of community and 

respecting authority perhaps, in a second comment Annie reveals part of their 

background and admits fault on their own part.  
 
As a pathologist, my experience lies in delivering such news to the 
patients' physicians, which one might be surprised to learn is often 
received with similar (although of course not the same) anguish. But, I 
have not forgotten a years-old case in which a patient and husband came 
in our office just at the secretaries' quitting time and demanded (yes, 
demanded) a pathology report which they already knew, by phone from 
their physician, indicated high grade breast cancer. I had not yet dictated 
the final report for typing, and they literally stood in my office doorway as 
I did so. Perhaps distracted, I inadvertently dictated "right" instead of 
"left" breast. Although I caught the error right away and it was 
unsupported by data elsewhere in the report, they seized upon it to declare 
that this must be someone else's specimen and the entire diagnosis was 
wrong - becoming extremely angry in the process. One never knows how 
patients will receive such news, and we can only be as compassionate as 
possible. Annie, consumer, Running a Hospital 
 

Through admitting fault, Annie provides human characteristics to herself almost making 

her universally relatable. Everyone has faults. Annie takes a step back from her proposed 

debasing questions and unifies the tone of the post bringing the community back together. 

This provides interesting, sequential comments that both keep the company in check and 

reestablish the discussion tone. While Annie is not the leader of the group only a 

conversation director, making this transition back to keep the blog flowing is very much 

like a leader. By sharing a form of leadership capacity, Annie brings everyone in the post 

to the same peer level thus facilitating exchange and idea sharing as if everyone can 

direct the conversation in the community with their own ideas and opinions.  
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Consumers seek to communicate with executives, someone in a position of 

authority, who can ultimately be the opinion leader. “The essence of this interpersonal 

channel of influence is human interaction, and the opinion leader is a key factor” (Chan 

and Misra, 1990, 53). However, the internet veil placed between consumer and 

representative makes it unclear who among the consumers is an opinion leader and who 

is not. Annie demonstrates a role of opinion leader with her constant questioning of 

authority. “Involvement does appear to be an important antecedent to opinion leadership, 

but it is necessary to specify that only enduring involvement results in opinion 

leadership” (Richins and Root-Shaffer, 1988). The ability to openly question an 

executive’s motives and decisions creates a group dynamic of all opinion leaders 

responding within the blog, instilling a sense of shared power within the consumers.  

But the test of a true leader: do they use their own products. Consumer Ian poses 

to Schwartz in both Jonathan’s blog and What I Couldn’t Say, “Do YOU use Solaris, 

Jonathan? . . . Oh, I guess I know the answer  . . . Now you tell me, why should I?” A true 

leader should believe in the company and product; or expect a shorter stay in the position. 

Similarly, Jane advises Schwartz to write about what he enjoys.  
 
I think the only choice you have is to simply write about things you’re 
passionate about; everything else would just turn out to be fairly dull (I 
suspect even for your mother) . . . I’d be interested in reading some of 
your insights not only on Suns past (and future?) but also on the 
technology industry as a whole. And since I’m personally affected by that 
topic at the moment, I’d be happy about every startup-related post that you 
find in your fingertips… Jane, consumer, What I Couldn’t Say  
 

Considered one of the pioneers of corporate blogging, Schwartz started the blog What I 

Couldn’t Say shortly before leaving Sun Microsystems because, “I think I’ve said pretty 

much everything I could say . . . The more interesting stuff was what I couldn’t say. And 

that’s what this blog . . . is going to be about” (Schwartz, What I Couldn’t Say, 2011). 
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Schwartz begins the blog looking for a purpose. Jane provides the reinforcement that as a 

leader the audience will read what Schwartz finds interesting to write about while 

prompting him to write about Sun Microsystems’ future and provide guidance of the 

industry. 

As repeat visitors to the site, company representatives can count on loyal 

customers to provide feedback for products and suggestions for innovations. These 

customers have a dedicated interest to the company – or they wouldn’t be there. They 

want to see the company succeed just as much as the executives writing do. At the same 

time, here is a captive audience for executives to ask questions from and, essentially, 

receive free market research.  
 
Mr. Marriott, Good evening. As a Platinum member and a patron who has 
over 566 recorder stays with Marriott I am wondering why I need to spend 
20,000 points to maintain my status with Marriott? As a long term 
customer I would think my business would be more appreciated. Thank 
you. Tim, consumer, Marriott on the Move 
 

Here Tim questions the logic behind making established, loyal, Platinum customers 

continue to prove their loyalty each year. While Marriott does not answer the question in 

the blog, this raises a question many loyalty programs now face. Proving their loyalty 

drives the consumer to more purchases but also creates frustration that the status might be 

lost if something happens and the customer is not able to make the same number of 

purchases they usually do. Similarly, consumers share product enhancement ideas they 

think would sell in the market place. Consider Malcolm’s quote below. 
 
Jonathan, can't you team with Amazon and some ISPs to put a Sun Ray in 
the Kindle? Combine it to be a full desktop when network is available and 
a reader when offline. Preferably with touch screen. Would make a killer 
product . . . Malcolm, consumer, Jonathan’s blog  
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Speaking with a united force in the blogsphere, Malcolm represents a consumer who 

participates in the marketplace where Schwartz acts as an executive. Because of this, 

Malcolm’s suggestion holds a higher level of credibility and should be entertained simply 

because he represents the consumer market Schwartz wishes to reach and attract through 

his two blogs and through product offerings.  

Blog posts also provide the opportunity for consumers to voice regret or 

disappointment in missing out on a product or a product inventory change. Take Katie’s 

example below.   
 
Hi Mr. Marriott, For 3 years family and I were saving up points to take a 
nice vacation to Capri, and to stay at the JW Marriott Hotel on the island. 
A few months back, I was given a notice that this vacation, entered into 
my DreamTracker file, had "expired". Surprised, I searched the website 
for the hotel and have come to the conclusion that the hotel no longer 
exists. What happened? My family and I are so disappointed. 
Sincerely, Katie, consumer, Marriott on the Move  
 

Such disappointment can also be seen regularly in stores when a consumer learns their 

favorite product is no longer carried by the store or produced by the manufacturer. Here 

lies an open forum for consumers to express this disappointment in hopes that the 

company will do something about it if enough people contribute similar ideas and 

comments to the post.  

The leader also participates in the team celebrations and shares them with 

consumers. The celebrations keep consumers informed of new product launches and 

brand portfolio increases.  
 
Congrats to Boeing on this historic event. I have been a fan of the 747 for 
many years and I am definitely happy to see a new version flying. 
Randy, can you upload some pictures with the gear up as you did with the 
Dreamliner? I am pretty sure we will all love that :-) Kanay, consumer, 
Randy’s Journal  
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Here, Kanay shares in the excitement of the product launch and requests photos to see 

more of the new Boeing 747. A win for one is a win for all. Tinseth not only leads his work 

team to victory with the enhancements but also the community of followers thus reaffirming the 

organization public relationship with the community.  
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Summary and Discussion 

By establishing a community unit with solid leadership, this study confirms the 

use of corporate blogs as a way to foster organizational public relationships. Corporate 

leaders accept suggestions through the blog comments of consumers, essentially, 

accepting free market research. Consumers have the benefit of feeling as though they are 

connecting to someone with power who can make a difference with their responses.  

An interesting observation arose in comparing who was hosting the site. As 

mentioned earlier, the host was not considered in the criteria for blog selection for 

analysis. If corporations hosted the blogs on their own web domain, there were less post 

comments from consumers and less engagement and interaction among the consumers 

and with the company representative. The exception would be Marriott on the Move and 

Jonathan’s blog which reached 100 responses in many posts. Notice how there are no 

Novell or Pfizer quotations included in this paper. There was a significantly less amount 

of comments, sometimes barely two per post for analysis.  

One reason this could have happened is that public relations professionals are 

screening the posts before they are put on the company website. After all, these 

comments from consumers will immediately and directly show on their company site 

with company branding. Considering the nature of the post and comment, this could be a 

company image nightmare to the public relations team and there must be someone to 

review all comments before posting them. That being said, this can also cause frustration 

with the consumer who is expecting to instantly see their comments and know that the 

company sees them as well. They might as well send an e-mail or Contact Us suggestion 

with this form of response. Another idea, consumers, and maybe even the company 

representative bloggers, are more cognizant that they are speaking on a company website 
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and thus representing/reflecting the company. Despite the disclaimers, it is possible 

consumers did not realize they were speaking with a company in the open source hosted 

blogs and simply thought they were visiting another blog. 

Or perhaps consumers do not engage with these companies on a regular basis and 

they were a poor selection for analysis. Except, Novell provides information technology 

marketing solutions as their company function; it would make sense that consumers want 

to provide feed back on John Dragoon’s blog for product suggestions, enhancements, and 

ideas. Additionally, in a market people seem readily able to comment on in day-to-day 

passing such as the pharmaceutical industry, it would seem consumers have much to say 

for suggestions on the blog. Unless they feel strength in numbers is the key and their time 

is better spent lobbying in a group for change than speaking with a company 

representative and being singled out. All considerations for future research as to why 

these company hosted blogs received less comments.  

In the exponentially growing digital world, word of mouth communication 

becomes essential to monitor for company success and continued success. “Even in this 

era of mass communications and mass advertising, it has been estimated that as much as 

80% of all buying decisions are influenced by someone's direct recommendation” 

(Richins and Root-Shaffer, 1988). News can spread and become out of control in 

seconds. Corporate blogs are another way to reach consumers directly and facilitate 

questions and answers. As a growing source for consumer news, it becomes a strategic 

move for a company to join this medium and be the first person source of company 

information. By harnessing and investing in these relationships, corporations can expect 

to see an increase in brand relations and consumptions and thus increased revenue, in 

exchange for their time creating the blog.  
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Conclusion and Continuation 

Several of areas of future research were considered through this study. The first 

being if fast moving consumer goods would attract the same loyal customers or if these 

products move too fast for the additional public relations support to be warranted. Future 

studies could also incorporate a quantitative element to see if more people are viewing 

the blog but not commenting or in general to find out the level of engagement consumers 

have with the company and/or site. This study has no direct contact with consumers; 

possible future studies could also interview consumers to discuss their level of 

involvement with corporate blogs. 

Another area for analysis is the links included in a post. “Links, when included, 

seem to be almost an afterthought, pointers to friends' sites or perhaps to the definition of 

a word” (Blood, 2002, 6). This study looked specifically at company’s blog words and 

consumer reactions; types of external data, such as links, videos, photographs, and 

graphics, were included but considered for analysis. It would be interesting to see the 

types of external information company representatives point customers to.  

Finally, it would be interesting to know if corporate blogs have a varying affect 

on consumers whether they are a nonprofit or for-profit company. Specifically, analysis 

as to whether blogs rectify misleading information given to the public in areas such as the 

medical industry or political arena that currently would benefit from the additional public 

relations source would be interesting areas to investigate.  
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